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NEBOSH Courses
NEBOSH Construction 
Certificate

NEBOSH Environmental 
Certificate

NEBOSH Fire Certificate

NEBOSH General 
Certificate

IOSH Courses
IOSH Managing Safely

IOSH Safety for Executives 
and Directors

IOSH Working with 
Environment Responsibilities

CITB Courses
CITB Achieving Behavioural 
Change (ABC)

CITB Site Safety Awareness

CITB SMSTS Courses

CITB SMSTS Refresher 
Courses

CITB SSSTS Courses

CITB SSSTS Refresher 
Courses

For the latest Health and Safety Training Courses
visit www.rsms.co.uk

Benefits of those completing the course
• Understand the health and safety roles and

responsibilities of Senior Executives.
• Recognise the importance of integrating health

and safety objectives with other business
objectives.

• Take account of health and safety aspects
during strategic planning, decision making and
effective supply chain management.

• Know the consequences of failing to manage
health and safety effectively.

• Understand the principles of health and safety
management, the importance of safety culture
and continual improvement and the role of
regular reviews of health and safety
performance within the organisation.

Ideal for Directors and Senior Managers
planning their health and safety risk
management
IOSH Safety for Executives and Directors is
perfect for those who have responsibility for
determining and implementing effective safety
and health management within their organisation.

One day health and safety training course

Spring 2020

How to promote sustainability
in the workplace 

New NEBOSH
Syllabus

The NEBOSH National General
Certificates have been revised to
include an updated syllabus to teach
learners about health and safety in the
modern workplace. Which means the
new NEBOSH syllabus now represents
the role of a real-life health and safety
professional. 

What has changed within the course? 
The course is now divided into 2 units NG1 &
NG2. The units will now reflect more modern
health and Safety practices for you to apply
within your workplace more effectively.

Why has NEBOSH changed the format?
NEBOSH have listened to what businesses
said they needed for those responsible for
health and safety within their organisation to
do and know and have streamlined it into
new content that represents the role of a
real-life health and safety professional.

They have also listened to their learners and
have updated the language to make it easier
for people to understand. The structure has
also been modified so there’s now less
emphasis on exams and a bigger focus on
practical application. The new specification
now spans only 2 units:
NG1/IG1 – Management of health and safety
NG2/IG2 – Risk assessment

What if you have already passed?
Once you have passed your NEBOSH
Certificate you will be pleased to know it
cannot be retracted and will still be relevant
for health and safety job applications.

www.rsms.co.uk

Did you know that as an employer, you must appoint someone
competent to help you meet your health and safety duties. This could
be an external consultant, or an individual within your organisation.

If you have fewer than five employees you do not have to write down your
health and safety policy – but you still need an appointed competent person.

The financial, moral and legal obligations argument for IOSH
Managing Safely
As a business owner and employer you have a legal responsibility to follow
statute law, the Acts and Regulations. You also have a moral duty to ensure
that your employees do not become ill or injured in the workplace. However,
any accident in the workplace will have a financial consequence, a small
accident can result in lost time to the business which can inadvertently affect
productivity and profits. So, if you do not have an in-company competent
person who can help support your health and safety management, you are
putting yourself, your people and the business at risk.

Do you or your staff need to be
health and safety qualified?

As the awareness of climate change and the
environmental impact of our actions and
activities increases, so does the pace of
change demanded by buyers. 
From the general public making consumer decisions through to
procurement specialists, your environmental impact is fast becoming
a key buying criteria.

A practical guide to reducing your businesses environmental impact
There are lots of things you can do to tick boxes, demonstrate you are
thinking or acting in an environmentally friendly way, but are the results
measurable? Would they stand up to scrutiny or simply be window
dressing? The best way to evidence your sustainability and focus on
reducing your environmental impact is to engage your people.

NEBOSH Environmental Certificate ‘in-company’ can reduce
costs and increase appeal
Whether you are driven by the market, your own moral compass or
the government solution of recognition taxes to make us all more
environmentally conscious of our actions, there is a strong business
case for engaging your people in the seismic environmental shift.
Whether this is recruitment, retainment or engagement – having the
NEBOSH Environmental Certificate delivered in your workplace is a
growing trend which pays dividends.

Why businesses choose the NEBOSH Environmental Certificate
This course is approved and examined by NEBOSH, an internationally
recognised health & safety and environmental body. With certificates
issued by NEBOSH, it guarantees the delegates achievement are a
recognised qualification.

IOSH Safety for Executives and Directors is
a one day health and safety training course
that is designed for those who have overall
operational or strategic accountability for an
organisation. It’s a fantastic induction to the
effective safety and health management for
any organisation. 

rsms.co.uk

recognised qualification.

NEBOSH
Certificate in 
Environmental
Management

Whether you are driven by the market, your own moral compass or
the government solution of recognition taxes to make us all more
environmentally conscious of our actions, there is a strong business
case for engaging your people in the seismic environmental shift.
Whether this is recruitment, retainment or engagement – having the
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RISK going for gold in health
and safety

Workshop
format

Discussion between
participants

e-learning tools and daily
learning framework

Highly experienced
and technically
competent trainers

Looking after the health and safety of
everyone who works on, or is impacted
by, HS2 is at the heart of everything we
do. The new high-speed rail network,
known as High Speed 2 (HS2), plans to
connect the cities of London, Birmingham,
Manchester and Leeds, becoming the
UK’s largest infrastructure project. 

HS2 go-ahead is major boost to
construction skills demand say CITB

“…the certainty will give the industry the
confidence to invest in apprenticeships and
upskilling its workforce with the opportunity 
to work alongside a game-changing project
which will help construction to attract the next
generation of workers.” 

Steve Radley CITB Policy Director

RISK can help you prepare for the
opportunities
RISK are leaders in construction health and
safety training and with the green light being
given on HS2, we are well placed to help you
prepare your workforce for the opportunities
ahead. We have a portfolio of CITB Site
Manager and Supervisor courses and refreshers
run across the UK and ‘in-company’ combined
with the demanding NEBOSH Construction
Certificate – we can get your people ready.

An integrated, modern transport system,
fit for 21st century Britain

“HS2 will not just boost the UK’s economy and
connectivity, but will also enable other major rail
infrastructure projects to be delivered too, such
as Northern Powerhouse Rail, Midlands Rail
Hub, East West Rail, Crossrail 2 and a range of
other schemes.”

Darren Caplan Chief Executive, 
Railway Industry Association

Highly-skilled workforce needed as
construction sector confidence grows
HS2 provides the perfect platform to develop a
highly-skilled workforce across numerous
technical sectors. HS2 go-ahead has helped
the construction sector return to growth, with
Britain’s construction industry enjoying the
strongest growth in output in 14 months, the
purchasing managers’ index revealed in March
2020. This is the fastest rise in new orders for
four years helped the PMI swing sharply from
48.4 to 52.6 last month – a much higher pick-
up than expected. Any score above 50
indicates growth.

CITB Site Managers
and Supervisors 

The UK construction sector is one of
the country’s leading economic
drivers. However, a shortage of skilled
professionals is set to become an
increasing challenge. 

Need for SMSTS & SSSTS qualifications
set to grow
The construction industry is far reaching and
covers every area from design and architecture,
civil engineering and interiors. One area set to
become increasingly in demand is those with
either the SMSTS (Site Management Safety
Training Scheme) or SSSTS (Site Supervisors
Safety Training Scheme). 

RISK CITB SMSTS & SSSTS qualifications
‘in-classrooms’ or ‘in-company’
RISK will ensure employers can access the
high quality CITB training their workforce
needs to capitalise on construction sector
growth. We are committed to helping
construction employers deliver the pipeline
of SMSTS and SSSTS qualified site
managers and supervisors, better and more
efficiently to combat shortages and boost
performance.

Ageing workforce is increasing the
demand on SMSTS and SSSTS
qualifications
The UK is currently experiencing an ageing
population and the construction sector is set
to see more skills leave the industry than any
other area of work. The baby boomer
generation is slowly reaching the career finish
line and employers are understandably
concerned that younger workers are not
coming through to replace them.

Innovative online
training portal
warrants D2N2
case study

NEBOSH launched the new learning partner
programme as a quality assurance scheme
Under the new classification system, as well as
asking Learning Partners to commit to
continuously improving the learner experience,
NEBOSHs’ new programme introduces a
standard that must be met by all Learning
Partners. It’s a way to help people recognise
the learning providers that go above and
beyond in their delivery of NEBOSH courses.

The new standard is assessed through six
Learning Excellence Principles
Achieving Learning Partner Gold status with
NEBOSH means that RISK will have exceeded
in six learning excellence principles:

• Learner expectations
• Learning environment
• Quality of course materials
• Qualified tutors
• Learner support
• Delivery evaluation

RISK go the extra mile
Bronze accreditation status shows that the
Learning Partner has met the standard. 
Silver and Gold Learning Partner statuses are
awarded to Learning Partners who can
demonstrate they exceed or greatly exceed
these principles. RISK’s success in achieving
Gold status will demonstrates that as a learning
provider we ‘greatly exceed’ the standards set
out in the Learning Excellence Principles.

RISK have tangible benefits that delegates
can measure us against
The exam results are probably what most
delegates are interested in and RISK have an
impressive year on year record of ‘better than
the national average’ pass rates. This is in spite
of not having a ‘pre-qualification criteria’ for
delegates applying – often a ploy to sell a lower
level introducer course. Instead, RISK rely on
highly experienced trainers, who work in the
real world, to make our courses pack a punch.
Supported by the NEBOSH personal learning
zone is an online portal available to all RISK
NEBOSH delegates and includes smart study
tactics, past exam analysis and example
questions. It helps embed knowledge with 
e-learning tools and a daily learning framework.

HS2 Parliament go-ahead
boost to construction jobs

Ben wrote this before he achieved a
Distinction in his NEBOSH General Certificate

“I undertook my NEBOSH General Certificate with
RISK in Summer 2019 in order to consolidate
and build upon previous IOSH courses taken
with the Fire Service. As an Instructor myself, I
considered the format and delivery that RISK
utilise to be extremely effective and it reinforces

learning in a positive and supportive environment.
I would have no hesitation in recommending
RISK for any employer or organisation wishing to
upskill their staff or any person operating in
Health & Safety sectors generally or specifically
in the Construction Industry.”

Benjamin Walker BA (Hons) MIFireE MSoA EMT – Distinction

If your main measure of success is the pass rate, it’s easy to be focused on simply
numbers. But the people are what matters and it’s what health and safety is all
about. So, when we get feedback from people who have gone through our course
and freely provided their comments, it’s a great learning opportunity for RISK.

Ben Walker recommends RISK for NEBOSH General Certificate NEBOSH Pass Support Scheme

What difference does it make if RISK are a
training course provider and not a broker?
Essentially this means we are not making a
quick mark-up or taking a commission on the
sale of a training place but are responsible for
the quality of your knowledge during and after
you have taken the course. This is why we
promise to support you for FREE if you fail to
pass. We feel, if there is something you do not
understand, it is our failing not yours – so why
should you pay for the training again.

Here are the key points of our NEBOSH
Pass Support Scheme
• We guarantee to support, train, coach and

mentor you through retakes FOC*
• NEBOSH Certificates dispatched as soon as

your course is successfully completed and
paid for (no third party delays)

• On-going support after you pass (not just
when you are spending) on the latest
legislation and compliance

RISK & Safety Management Services are currently being assessed to gain
‘Gold Learning Partner’ status from globally recognised health, safety 
and environmental qualification awarding body NEBOSH.

Grant funding awarded to businesses
with growth potential
The D2N2 Capital Growth Fund is delivered
by East Midlands Business Ltd and funded
by the D2N2 Local Enterprise Partnership
through the European Regional Development
Fund. The fund is available to small and
medium sized businesses across Derby,
Derbyshire, Nottingham and Nottinghamshire,
to grow and innovate.

An award-winning business setting
stretching goals
RISK is not the biggest training provider, but
it is probably one of the longest standing and
most experienced. Something which is
recognised by those who undertake its
courses and by two separate organisations
who recognised it’s achievements recently.
The East Midlands Chamber awarded RISK
their Ecommerce Business of the Year, whilst
Nachural Entrepreneurship Awards
presented Managing Director Mike Adams
and his wife Valerie with their 2019 Small
Business of the Year award.

“RISK worked hard to develop a unique way of
delivering the coveted NEBOSH Certificate
qualification. The grant funding has enabled us
to develop a portal which will allow delegates
to access course materials, revision kits and a
post-course alumni for those achieving the
professional qualification standard.”

Mike Adams Managing Director of 
RISK & Safety Management Services Ltd

NEBOSH Certificates dispatched as soon as

case study

Ben achieved the
highest pass marks

for the NEBOSH
General Certificate of

any RISK delegate
in 2019. 
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format
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e-learning tools and daily
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Looking after the health and safety of
everyone who works on, or is impacted
by, HS2 is at the heart of everything we
do. The new high-speed rail network,
known as High Speed 2 (HS2), plans to
connect the cities of London, Birmingham,
Manchester and Leeds, becoming the
UK’s largest infrastructure project. 

HS2 go-ahead is major boost to
construction skills demand say CITB

“…the certainty will give the industry the
confidence to invest in apprenticeships and
upskilling its workforce with the opportunity 
to work alongside a game-changing project
which will help construction to attract the next
generation of workers.” 

Steve Radley CITB Policy Director

RISK can help you prepare for the
opportunities
RISK are leaders in construction health and
safety training and with the green light being
given on HS2, we are well placed to help you
prepare your workforce for the opportunities
ahead. We have a portfolio of CITB Site
Manager and Supervisor courses and refreshers
run across the UK and ‘in-company’ combined
with the demanding NEBOSH Construction
Certificate – we can get your people ready.

An integrated, modern transport system,
fit for 21st century Britain

“HS2 will not just boost the UK’s economy and
connectivity, but will also enable other major rail
infrastructure projects to be delivered too, such
as Northern Powerhouse Rail, Midlands Rail
Hub, East West Rail, Crossrail 2 and a range of
other schemes.”

Darren Caplan Chief Executive, 
Railway Industry Association

Highly-skilled workforce needed as
construction sector confidence grows
HS2 provides the perfect platform to develop a
highly-skilled workforce across numerous
technical sectors. HS2 go-ahead has helped
the construction sector return to growth, with
Britain’s construction industry enjoying the
strongest growth in output in 14 months, the
purchasing managers’ index revealed in March
2020. This is the fastest rise in new orders for
four years helped the PMI swing sharply from
48.4 to 52.6 last month – a much higher pick-
up than expected. Any score above 50
indicates growth.

CITB Site Managers
and Supervisors 

The UK construction sector is one of
the country’s leading economic
drivers. However, a shortage of skilled
professionals is set to become an
increasing challenge. 

Need for SMSTS & SSSTS qualifications
set to grow
The construction industry is far reaching and
covers every area from design and architecture,
civil engineering and interiors. One area set to
become increasingly in demand is those with
either the SMSTS (Site Management Safety
Training Scheme) or SSSTS (Site Supervisors
Safety Training Scheme). 

RISK CITB SMSTS & SSSTS qualifications
‘in-classrooms’ or ‘in-company’
RISK will ensure employers can access the
high quality CITB training their workforce
needs to capitalise on construction sector
growth. We are committed to helping
construction employers deliver the pipeline
of SMSTS and SSSTS qualified site
managers and supervisors, better and more
efficiently to combat shortages and boost
performance.

Ageing workforce is increasing the
demand on SMSTS and SSSTS
qualifications
The UK is currently experiencing an ageing
population and the construction sector is set
to see more skills leave the industry than any
other area of work. The baby boomer
generation is slowly reaching the career finish
line and employers are understandably
concerned that younger workers are not
coming through to replace them.

Innovative online
training portal
warrants D2N2
case study

NEBOSH launched the new learning partner
programme as a quality assurance scheme
Under the new classification system, as well as
asking Learning Partners to commit to
continuously improving the learner experience,
NEBOSHs’ new programme introduces a
standard that must be met by all Learning
Partners. It’s a way to help people recognise
the learning providers that go above and
beyond in their delivery of NEBOSH courses.

The new standard is assessed through six
Learning Excellence Principles
Achieving Learning Partner Gold status with
NEBOSH means that RISK will have exceeded
in six learning excellence principles:

• Learner expectations
• Learning environment
• Quality of course materials
• Qualified tutors
• Learner support
• Delivery evaluation

RISK go the extra mile
Bronze accreditation status shows that the
Learning Partner has met the standard. 
Silver and Gold Learning Partner statuses are
awarded to Learning Partners who can
demonstrate they exceed or greatly exceed
these principles. RISK’s success in achieving
Gold status will demonstrates that as a learning
provider we ‘greatly exceed’ the standards set
out in the Learning Excellence Principles.

RISK have tangible benefits that delegates
can measure us against
The exam results are probably what most
delegates are interested in and RISK have an
impressive year on year record of ‘better than
the national average’ pass rates. This is in spite
of not having a ‘pre-qualification criteria’ for
delegates applying – often a ploy to sell a lower
level introducer course. Instead, RISK rely on
highly experienced trainers, who work in the
real world, to make our courses pack a punch.
Supported by the NEBOSH personal learning
zone is an online portal available to all RISK
NEBOSH delegates and includes smart study
tactics, past exam analysis and example
questions. It helps embed knowledge with 
e-learning tools and a daily learning framework.

HS2 Parliament go-ahead
boost to construction jobs

Ben wrote this before he achieved a
Distinction in his NEBOSH General Certificate

“I undertook my NEBOSH General Certificate with
RISK in Summer 2019 in order to consolidate
and build upon previous IOSH courses taken
with the Fire Service. As an Instructor myself, I
considered the format and delivery that RISK
utilise to be extremely effective and it reinforces

learning in a positive and supportive environment.
I would have no hesitation in recommending
RISK for any employer or organisation wishing to
upskill their staff or any person operating in
Health & Safety sectors generally or specifically
in the Construction Industry.”

Benjamin Walker BA (Hons) MIFireE MSoA EMT – Distinction

If your main measure of success is the pass rate, it’s easy to be focused on simply
numbers. But the people are what matters and it’s what health and safety is all
about. So, when we get feedback from people who have gone through our course
and freely provided their comments, it’s a great learning opportunity for RISK.

Ben Walker recommends RISK for NEBOSH General Certificate NEBOSH Pass Support Scheme

What difference does it make if RISK are a
training course provider and not a broker?
Essentially this means we are not making a
quick mark-up or taking a commission on the
sale of a training place but are responsible for
the quality of your knowledge during and after
you have taken the course. This is why we
promise to support you for FREE if you fail to
pass. We feel, if there is something you do not
understand, it is our failing not yours – so why
should you pay for the training again.

Here are the key points of our NEBOSH
Pass Support Scheme
• We guarantee to support, train, coach and

mentor you through retakes FOC*
• NEBOSH Certificates dispatched as soon as

your course is successfully completed and
paid for (no third party delays)

• On-going support after you pass (not just
when you are spending) on the latest
legislation and compliance

RISK & Safety Management Services are currently being assessed to gain
‘Gold Learning Partner’ status from globally recognised health, safety 
and environmental qualification awarding body NEBOSH.

Grant funding awarded to businesses
with growth potential
The D2N2 Capital Growth Fund is delivered
by East Midlands Business Ltd and funded
by the D2N2 Local Enterprise Partnership
through the European Regional Development
Fund. The fund is available to small and
medium sized businesses across Derby,
Derbyshire, Nottingham and Nottinghamshire,
to grow and innovate.

An award-winning business setting
stretching goals
RISK is not the biggest training provider, but
it is probably one of the longest standing and
most experienced. Something which is
recognised by those who undertake its
courses and by two separate organisations
who recognised it’s achievements recently.
The East Midlands Chamber awarded RISK
their Ecommerce Business of the Year, whilst
Nachural Entrepreneurship Awards
presented Managing Director Mike Adams
and his wife Valerie with their 2019 Small
Business of the Year award.

“RISK worked hard to develop a unique way of
delivering the coveted NEBOSH Certificate
qualification. The grant funding has enabled us
to develop a portal which will allow delegates
to access course materials, revision kits and a
post-course alumni for those achieving the
professional qualification standard.”

Mike Adams Managing Director of 
RISK & Safety Management Services Ltd

NEBOSH Certificates dispatched as soon as

case study

Ben achieved the
highest pass marks

for the NEBOSH
General Certificate of

any RISK delegate
in 2019. 
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Benefits of those completing the course
• Understand the health and safety roles and

responsibilities of Senior Executives.
• Recognise the importance of integrating health

and safety objectives with other business
objectives.

• Take account of health and safety aspects
during strategic planning, decision making and
effective supply chain management.

• Know the consequences of failing to manage
health and safety effectively.

• Understand the principles of health and safety
management, the importance of safety culture
and continual improvement and the role of
regular reviews of health and safety
performance within the organisation.

Ideal for Directors and Senior Managers
planning their health and safety risk
management
IOSH Safety for Executives and Directors is
perfect for those who have responsibility for
determining and implementing effective safety
and health management within their organisation.

One day health and safety training course

Spring 2020

How to promote sustainability
in the workplace 

New NEBOSH
Syllabus

The NEBOSH National General
Certificates have been revised to
include an updated syllabus to teach
learners about health and safety in the
modern workplace. Which means the
new NEBOSH syllabus now represents
the role of a real-life health and safety
professional. 

What has changed within the course? 
The course is now divided into 2 units NG1 &
NG2. The units will now reflect more modern
health and Safety practices for you to apply
within your workplace more effectively.

Why has NEBOSH changed the format?
NEBOSH have listened to what businesses
said they needed for those responsible for
health and safety within their organisation to
do and know and have streamlined it into
new content that represents the role of a
real-life health and safety professional.

They have also listened to their learners and
have updated the language to make it easier
for people to understand. The structure has
also been modified so there’s now less
emphasis on exams and a bigger focus on
practical application. The new specification
now spans only 2 units:
NG1/IG1 – Management of health and safety
NG2/IG2 – Risk assessment

What if you have already passed?
Once you have passed your NEBOSH
Certificate you will be pleased to know it
cannot be retracted and will still be relevant
for health and safety job applications.

www.rsms.co.uk

Did you know that as an employer, you must appoint someone
competent to help you meet your health and safety duties. This could
be an external consultant, or an individual within your organisation.

If you have fewer than five employees you do not have to write down your
health and safety policy – but you still need an appointed competent person.

The financial, moral and legal obligations argument for IOSH
Managing Safely
As a business owner and employer you have a legal responsibility to follow
statute law, the Acts and Regulations. You also have a moral duty to ensure
that your employees do not become ill or injured in the workplace. However,
any accident in the workplace will have a financial consequence, a small
accident can result in lost time to the business which can inadvertently affect
productivity and profits. So, if you do not have an in-company competent
person who can help support your health and safety management, you are
putting yourself, your people and the business at risk.

Do you or your staff need to be
health and safety qualified?

As the awareness of climate change and the
environmental impact of our actions and
activities increases, so does the pace of
change demanded by buyers. 
From the general public making consumer decisions through to
procurement specialists, your environmental impact is fast becoming
a key buying criteria.

A practical guide to reducing your businesses environmental impact
There are lots of things you can do to tick boxes, demonstrate you are
thinking or acting in an environmentally friendly way, but are the results
measurable? Would they stand up to scrutiny or simply be window
dressing? The best way to evidence your sustainability and focus on
reducing your environmental impact is to engage your people.

NEBOSH Environmental Certificate ‘in-company’ can reduce
costs and increase appeal
Whether you are driven by the market, your own moral compass or
the government solution of recognition taxes to make us all more
environmentally conscious of our actions, there is a strong business
case for engaging your people in the seismic environmental shift.
Whether this is recruitment, retainment or engagement – having the
NEBOSH Environmental Certificate delivered in your workplace is a
growing trend which pays dividends.

Why businesses choose the NEBOSH Environmental Certificate
This course is approved and examined by NEBOSH, an internationally
recognised health & safety and environmental body. With certificates
issued by NEBOSH, it guarantees the delegates achievement are a
recognised qualification.

IOSH Safety for Executives and Directors is
a one day health and safety training course
that is designed for those who have overall
operational or strategic accountability for an
organisation. It’s a fantastic induction to the
effective safety and health management for
any organisation. 
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recognised qualification.

NEBOSH
Certificate in 
Environmental
Management

Whether you are driven by the market, your own moral compass or
the government solution of recognition taxes to make us all more
environmentally conscious of our actions, there is a strong business
case for engaging your people in the seismic environmental shift.
Whether this is recruitment, retainment or engagement – having the
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